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Introduction
Let n be an integer and define N= {1, 2 ..... n}. For a set AcN, let A* denote the set of all sums of subsets of A, i.e. A*={b ~ b: BC=A}. There are several recent and less recent problems and results, that assert that if IAI is large enough, then A* must contain some numbers of prescribed type. See [5] , [3] , [I] , [2] , [4] . In particular, Erd6s [3] has recently asked for the maximum cardinality p(n, 2) of a subset A of N such that A* contains no squares. He observed that ( 
1.1) p(n, 2) _~ (I + o(1))21/Snl/S
and in [1] it is noticed that p(n, 2)~_c2n/log n. This is considerably improved in [4] , where it is shown that for every e>0, (1.2) p(n, 2) _~ can a/4+`, provided n>no(~ ). Here and throughout this paper, the numbers cl, c~, Ca, ..., always denote some absolute positive constants. In this paper we further improve (1.2) and show that for every e>0 (1.3) p(n, 2) ~_ n 2/s+~, generalization of (1.1) shows that (1.4)
p(n, r) _~ (1 + o(1)). 21/('+1). n ('-1)/(r+1)
for every fixed r_~2. Indeed, let p be the smallest prime such that the sum of the elements in the set A= {a6N: pla} is less than pr. One can easily check that p=(l+o (1) 
)2-x/t'+l).n sit'+1), and hence [Al>-(l+o(1))21/(r+~).n ~'-x)/('+t~. As
each member of A* is divisible by p and is smaller than/r (1.4) follows. The following result shows that (1.4) is sharp for every r_~6.
Proposition 1.1. (i) For every fixed r>=6
(1.5)
p(n, r) = (1 + o(1))21/('+1)n ('-l)l(r+n.
(ii) For every 2<=r-<5, 8>0 and n>n0(e)
(1 +
p(n, r) <_-n
An estimate similar to (1.5), but only for r~ 10, is proved in [4] .
For rn_~l, letf(n, m) denote the maximum cardinality of a set AC=N such that rnr A*. Let snd(m) denote the smallest integer that does not divide m. Clearly
Indeed, the set of all multiples of snd(m) in N has cardinality [n/snd(rn)l and contains no subset the sum of whose elements is m. In [1] it is shown that for every n 1
+~< m< nS/log~n, f(n, rn) ~ _ c (u). [n/snd(m)]. It is conjectured in [1] that in fact in this range f(n,m)=(l+o(1)).n/snd(m)
. This is proved in [4] for n logn<m<n 3/s. The following theorem, that determines f(n,m) precisely for 3n5/3+~< m< nS/20 log s n, and n> n0(u) establishes the conjecture for this range of m. An easy consequence of this Theorem is that for every n there is an m such that f(n, rn)=(1/2+o(1))n/logn: simply take as m the least common multiple of all integers smaller than s, where s is the largest integer so that this common multiple is still at most nS/20 log s n. By the prime nmnber theorem this gives s= (2+ o (1))log n, and hence f(n,m)=(1/2+o(1))n/logn. This verifies a conjecture of Erd6s and Graham [3] , who observed that f(n, m)~_(1/2+a(1))n/log n for all n, m. The proof of Proposition 1.3 is analytic, and is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we apply this proposition to derive the upper estimates 0.3) and (1.5) (and to prove Proposition 1.1). In Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2 and Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. hold.
We first establish (2.1). As is well known, every real e has a representation ~=p/q+z where (p,q)=l, 0<q<L and Izl<l/qL.
it is obvious that in this representation q=>2. Clearly q~s(~)= 1/2(l+e~"'t~ §176
and [zajl<n](qL)< 1/2q. For O~_s<q, let m~ denote the number of j, l~_j~_x that satisfy paj-s(mod q). We consider three possible cases, according to the value ofq. In our estimates we use the trivial fact that I%(~)1_~ 1 and the easy inequality
(1/2) ll+e2~iYl~_e-~rl which hold for all 0_~y~ 1/2. As before, cl, c~, cs, .... always denote absolute positive constants and whenever needed we assume that n is sutfieiently large
In this case ms-<= 1 for all s and hence, clearly 
I~0(~)1 -~ I
<-e-C" "~ q = e-~" .-7 <_ e_~.~.<< 1in 3.
S=I
Since IF~(~)I = I~0(~)1 this completes the proof of (2.1). Fu(a) = (/-/(r 2 ))-e -2'a~m = e t ''~ J. Proof. By applying Lemma 3.2 (with d<e) to the set ofn 2/3+~ smallest elements of A, we obtain a subset B=B1 of cardinality f2(n 2/s) of A and an integer k=k~<-n l/s, so that each element of B1 is divisible by k and B~' contains a long arithmetic progression of multiples of k (containing at least 12 (n 4/3+ 2'/log n) => f2 (n a/a) numbers). Suppose that 
.. ak,}, k=k2=g.c.d.(kl, i). One can check that each element of B_o is divisible by k=k2 and that B* contains an arithmetic progression of at least O(n 4/~)
multiples of k= k2. If (3.5) still holds (for the new k) we continue the same process. Clearly it must stop after at most log n steps (as each ki is a proper divisor of the previous one). When the process stops we have a set B of at most n2/S+'+nl/Slog n elements. Each element of B is divisible by k. Moreover, all but at most k2<=n 2Is of the elements of A are divisible by k. Also, B* contains an arithmetic progression of O(n 4r terms of multiples of k. Define q=k and G= {aEAla=O(mod k)}, t= [G[. Then t~_x-n ~/'a and clearly t<-n/q as all members of G are distinct. By adding to B* all elements in G\B, one by one, we conclude that G* contains every multiple of k= q whose distance from 0 and from ~ g is greater than Z b. However, dearly where the first term is a bound on the sum of the n 2/3+~ smallest elements of A, and the second is a bound on the sum of the other elements added to B during the process described above. Thus G, t and q satisfy (i)--(iv), as needed. [] Proof of Proposition 1.1, part (1). In view inequality (1.4) it suffices to prove the upper bound. Fix r_~6 and fi>0 and suppose A is a subset of cardinality x_~(l+fi). 9 2~/('+X)n('-~>/('+l) of N. We must show that there is an integer y such that y'CA*. Apply Lemma 3.4 to A to get G, t and q satisfying (i)--(iv).
Consider two possible cases. Case 1. In this case, we claim that q'CG*C_A*.
Since q~_n/t=(l+o (1) Thus, the arithmetic progression of multiples M ofq in the range described in Lemma 3.4, (iv) contains I2(n 1/21-") multiples of q', and the ratio between the largest and the smallest is (much) greater than 2. This implies that one of these multiples is of the form q'z-" for some integer z and hence G'cA* constains an r-th power in this case, too. This completes the proof of the Proposition. II
Forbidding One Sum
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 staed in Section 1. For convenience, we split the proof into a few lemmas. Clearly l<=i<=s-1 and s~_ 3 log n. Let A1 be the set of all [n/st multiples of s in N--{1, 2 ..... n}. Let A2 be a set of i-1 distinct members of N, each congruent to 1 modulo s, and let A3 be a set of s-i--1 distinct members of N, each congruent to -1 modulo s. (Clearly, such Az and A3 exist, as n is sufficiently large and s= < 3 log n). Define A = A1 U A2 U A3. As the proofs of both Propositions are quite similar to that of Theorem 1.2, we omit the details.
It seems that the lower bound given for p(n, r) in (1.4) is closer to the truth than the upper bound given in Propositions 1.1. In fact, we believe that p(n, r)= = (1 + o(1))21/<'+l)nCr-1)/(r+l) for every fixed r->2, as n tends to infinity. The most difficult case of this equality seems to be r= 2.
